The dose of a real tumor target volume and surrounding organs at risk (OARs) under the effect of respiratory motion was calculated for a lung tumor plan, based on the target volume covering the whole tumor motion range for intensity modulated radiosurgery (IMRS). Two types of IMRS plans based on simulated respiratory motion were designed using humanoid and dynamic phantoms. Delivery quality assurance (DQA) was performed using Arc-CHECK and MapCHECK2 for several moving conditions of the tumor and the real dose inside the humanoid phantom was evaluated using the 3DVH program. This evaluated dose in the tumor target and OAR using the 3DVH program was higher than the calculated dose in the plan, and a greater difference was seen for the RapidArc treatment than for the standard intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) with fixed gantry angle beams. The results of this study show that for IMRS plans based on target volume, including the whole tumor motion range, tighter constraints of the OAR should be considered in the optimization process. The method devised in this study can be applied effectively to analyze the dose distribution in the real volume of tumor target and OARs in IMRT plans targeting the whole tumor motion range.
Introduction
Radiosurgery for lung cancer can deliver higher dose per treatment than conventional radiotherapy, thereby reducing the number of days required for treatment. The applications are increasing with the development of accurate treatment equipment such as a linear accelerator (LINAC) that has a high dose rate photon beam and micro multi-leaf collimator (MMLC) [1] [2] [3] . Especially, intensity modulated radiosurgery (IMRS) adopting the intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) technique that minimizes the side effects of the organs at risk (OARs) surrounding the tumor target has been applied effectively to clinical lung cancer treatment [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The effect of respiratory motion should be considered in the treatment plan for lung tumors, as this can introduce significant dosimetric errors in the radiosurgery process. Typical methods to resolve this issue can be classified into two types. The first is to reduce the treated volume by reducing the irradiated region using respiratory gating and active breathing control methods, which irradiate only at a specified time during the breathing cycle. The second method is to consider the exact treated volume based on the whole target motion range, and design a treatment plan with the internal target volume (ITV) delineated based on the four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) images.
The calculated dose in the plan and the real irradiated dose of the tumor target volume and OAR in the treatment might be comparable when using the respiratory gating method as long as the patient maintains a regular and stable breathing pattern. In contrast to this, for ITVbased treatment, where the whole tumor moving range is the target volume, there are difficulties in accurately estimating the dose for the real volume of tumor target and OAR. This is because the effect of respiratory motion cannot be perfectly simulated in the dose calculation process. Evaluation of the IMRT dose distribution in the respiratory motion range is more complicated as the radiation intensity varies with time and location in a complex manner [8] [9] [10] . The dose variation in the motional effect can be offset with average out during the many fraction treatments in a standard radiotherapy process. However, detailed evaluation of the real dose distribution, considering the respiratory motion effect, is required in the case of radiosurgery, where a very large fractional dose is used.
In this study, a practical method was devised to estimate dose distribution in the real volume of tumor target and OAR during the treatment process of lung IMRS based on ITV, which covers the whole respiratory motion range. A humanoid phantom and a dynamic phantom, which simulate respiratory motion, were used to acquire 4DCT data in the different motion ranges. In each set of the 4DCT data, ITV and OAR within the humanoid phantom were delineated and IMRS plans were designed. The delivery quality assurance (DQA) process for verifying the dosimetric accuracy was performed under the same conditions with real target motion. The dose distributions in the real volume of tumor target and OAR were evaluated based on the measured dosimetric data in the DQA process, and the difference between the calculated dose in the plan and the evaluated dose was analyzed considering the moving condition.
Materials and Methods

4DCT acquisition and ITV delineation
The humanoid phantom for this study was prepared with recombined chest parts of the RANDO phantom (The Phantom Laboratory, Greenwich, NY, USA). The Dynamic Platform Model 008PL (CIRS, Norfolk, VA, USA), which can simulate respiratory motion, was used for the analysis of the respiratory motion effect. The 4DCT data of the humanoid chest phantom were acquired in four different motion ranges (1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm, and 4 cm) and in a fixed motion cycle of 4 sec with a 2-mm slice thickness. The data were composed of 10 groups in total for each motion range, in accordance with the phase division of the respiratory cycle. The Brilliance CT Big Bore (Philips, Cleveland, OH, USA) was used for the acquisition of 4DCT data. Fig 1 shows the prepared phantom for 4DCT acquisition.
An acrylic cylinder (1 cm in diameter and 2.5 cm in height) was inserted in the peripheral region of the left lung part and the central region of phantom separately to simulate a virtual lung tumor, which can be identified in the CT image as shown in Fig 2. The tumor target and OAR were delineated manually at the 50% phase CT image and the structures were propagated automatically in the 9 other phase CT data sets using a deformable registration method. The ITV and planning organ at risk volume (PRV) were determined by combining the tumor target and OAR in each phase CT. The ITV was determined using an Eclipse (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) planning system.
Preparation of IMRS plan
The planning target volume (PTV) was created with a 2-mm margin to the ITV, and two types of IMRS plans were prepared for each of the four CT data sets, classified according to motion ranges. One was the RapidArc (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) plan with two half rotation fields and the other was s conventional IMRT plan with fixed gantry angle beams (FB_IMRT). The fixed gantry angles used in this study were 0, 40, 60, 90, 130, 160, and 200°for the target (PTV P ) in the peripheral left lung and 0, 200, 220, 245, 270, 310, and 340°for the target (PTV C ) in the central region. The IMRS plans were created using an Eclipse planning system. The total prescription dose was 6,000 cCy for the PTV in 5 fractions and was optimized according to the constraints in Tables 1 and 2 . Two different IMRS plans were created for each motion range CT data, and 16 IMRS plans were prepared.
DQA plans for dosimetric verification were formulated for each IMRS plan. An ArcCHECK (SunNuclear, Melbourne, FL, USA) device was used for RapidArc DQA and a MapCHECK2 (SunNuclear, Melbourne, FL, USA) diode detector array was used for FB_IMRT DQA in each field. A clinical linear accelerator, Novalis Tx (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA), equipped with a 6MV flattening filter free (FFF) photon beam was used in this study.
DQA dose measurement in the condition of respiratory motion
The IMRS DQA plans designed according to the motion ranges were executed using Arc-CHECK and MapCHECK2 laid on the dynamic phantom, which simulates respiratory motion, as shown in Figs 3 and 4 . The measurements in the 6-sec and 8-sec motion cycle were performed in addition to 4-sec cycle in the acquisition of 4DCT. Twelve sets of data were acquired with ArcCHECK measurements data and another twelve sets of data were acquired with MapCHECK2 measurements in the moving conditions. In this study, a single motion range in the superior-inferior (SI) direction was measured and was applied to the phantom simulation, as the dynamic phantom could move only in one direction, and the greatest changes in the respiratory motion usually occur in the SI direction.
All the measurements were made after aligning the treatment isocenter with the center of the DQA devices, (ArcCHECK and MapCHECK2). The absolute point dose in the central region of the tumor target was measured under moving conditions in order to analyze the dose variation 
Dose recalculation in the real volume of tumor target and OARs
The conventional DQA process has is limited to a phantom material, and in order to overcome this limitation, special tools were developed to calculate the dose distributions in the bodies of patients using data from DQA processes [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The real dose distribution in the chest phantom was recalculated using the data from ArcCHECK and MapCHECK2 with the moving conditions. A 3DVH (SunNuclear, Melbourne, FL) program was used to recalculate the dose in the real volume of tumor target and OAR delineated inside the chest phantom. The variation of the dose distribution due to respiratory motion was deduced using the measured dosimetric data from the dynamic phantom. The IMRS beam intensity, which exhibited the same motion as the target, was realized with the measured data and a relatively equivalent condition of the motion of the target was assumed, as shown in Fig 5. The mean dose and maximum dose were analyzed from the dose volume histogram (DVH) of the PTV and OAR in accordance with motion range and motion cycle, in addition to the lowest dose that irradiates all the PTV (D 100% ). All the volume of PTV and OAR applied in 3DVH were the real volume excluding the motion range which was considered in the ITV creation.
Results
The PTV created in the CT data acquired with four different motion ranges are shown in Table 3 . An increase in PTV with increase in motion range is seen. Fig 6 shows examples of IMRS DQA measurements with ArcCHECK for RapidArc, and MapCHECK2 for FB_IMRT with a motion range of 3 cm and cycle duration of 6 sec. The dose variation in the direction of SI, like a ripple shape in ArcCHECK measurement and the elongated dose shape in MapCHECK2 measurement due to the motion effect can be seen.
The dose distribution in chest phantom is recalculated using 3DVH program with the data under the moving conditions based on the theory explained in The typical dose values recalculated for the real volume of PTV and OAR according to the motion range and motion cycle are shown in Tables 4-7 . These values are higher than the ones calculated in the IMRS plan.
The increase of the dose in the PTV due to the motion effect was slightly different for RapidArc and FB_IMRT and Fig 8 shows the average difference in the recalculated PTV dose values between the two IMRS techniques. The dose in the RapidArc was higher than that in FB-IMRT with a difference of 7.4 Gy in the mean, 12.3 Gy in the maximum, and 6.3 Gy in D 100% on average.
The recalculated dose distribution in OAR also showed different results compared to the calculated dose in the plan and the difference was dependant on the location and volume of OAR. In the dose comparison between the two IMRS techniques, the recalculated dose in the RapidArc was significantly higher (p < 10 The absolute isocenter point dose under moving conditions measured with an ion chamber inserted at the center of ArcCHECK is shown in Tables 8 and 9 . The values are compared with dose calculation in a treatment planning system.
The measured isocenter dose was 3.3% higher on average in the RapidArc DQA and 1.5% higher on average in the FB_IMRT DQA than the calculated dose in the planning system. The difference between measured dose and calculated dose increased with an increase in the motion range and no dependence was found on the motion cycle. Figs 10 and 11 show that the average dose in the central region of PTV measured under the moving conditions was higher than the calculated dose in both the IMRS methods. The increase was greater in the RapidArc than in FB_IMRT and a similar trend was seen in the analysis of recalculated doses using 3DVH program. 
Discussion
The respiratory gating method can be used to reduce the OAR dose by reducing the treatment field size and increases the reliability based on a smaller difference between the calculated dose distribution and real treatment dose. Theoretically, the IMRT using respiratory gating has an advantages in delivering the prescribed dose distribution over the IMRT based on the ITV. However, for this to be realized clinically, the following conditions are required: accurate MLC operation, precise gating system, stable respiration of patient, and consistent organ motion correlation with respiratory signal. When a longer treatment time in the application of the gating system is considered, gating IMRT is not a superior method for correcting the respiratory motion effect clinically [17] [18] [19] . In addition, this method cannot be applied easily for lung cancer patients with deteriorated lung functions, and the more stable patient respiration pattern is required in the RapidArc treatment, which delivers the treatment with a continuous rotation of the heavy gantry and delicate motion of the MLC simultaneously. For patients who cannot maintain a stable respiratory pattern, the ITV based IMRT plan is more suitable, as the target volume includes the whole breathing motion range. One of its limitations is that, the IMRT plan does not calculate the real volume of the tumor target and OAR, and it is difficult to evaluate the real delivered dose under the moving condition. In order to solve this problem, a practical method that can calculate the dose in the real volume of tumor target and OAR under the respiratory moving condition was devised in this study. The DQA data for the lung IMRS plans under the simulated respiratory moving condition was applied to 3DVH program and the dose in the real volume of tumor target and OARs was recalculated in accordance with motion ranges and cycles.
The tumor target dose thus calculated was higher than the calculated dose in the plan and a higher difference was shown in a RapidArc treatment compared to FB_IMRT. The increased dose to the real volume of PTV can be due to the continuous irradiation in the large IMRS treatment area including the whole motion range. An increased dose in RapidArc may arise from the continuous IMRS irradiation during the whole motion of tumor target. Although the aspect can be dissimilar in the different RapidArc plans, the irradiation condition in RapidArc can generally deliver a higher dose to the tumor target than the FB_IMRT, which irradiates with the fixed gantry angle beams. The results of this study show that the irradiated IMRS dose in the real tumor target volume under the moving condition is sufficiently higher than the prescribed dose and the RapidArc treatment delivers a higher and homogeneous dose distribution within the tumor target compared to FB_IMRT method. The higher dose was also recalculated in the almost OAR compared with the dose in the original plan and the higher dose in a RapidArc treatment than FB_IMRT was also shown similarly with the tumor target case. The reason of higher recalculated dose in OAR seems to be similar with the tumor target case. The difference is that MLC motion is designed to minimize dose in the case of OAR in contrast to the intensive dose irradiation in tumor target case, that makes variable dose difference of OAR according to the location and volume size of OAR and the weight of dose constraints in the optimization process. Especially, the dose of OAR close to the moving tumor target could increase severely, which can be verified in the analysis results of centrally located tumor target in this study. Therefore, it is required to intensify the dose constraints of the OAR for the optimization process in the ITV based IMRS plan.
In conclusion, the tumor target dose in the ITV based IMRS treatment can get the sufficient dose more than a prescription and the respiratory motion is not critical as far as dose coverage of the tumor is concerned. However, in the ITV based IMRS treatment, an OAR can be irradiated with higher dose than the constraint dose specified in the optimization process. Hence for OARs that experience severe side effects with very high doses, such as the spinal cord, lower dose should be used as a severe constraint condition.
The accuracy of the dose calculation algorithm in the 3DVH program was not analyzed separately in this study because many studies have already verified its accuracy and feasibility [20] [21] [22] . Additionally, absolute point dose in the isocenter under the motion conditions was also measured. The higher value of the measured dose under the moving condition and higher degree of increase in RapidArc case are similar to the results from 3DVH calculations. These results prove the reliability of the dose calculations using the 3DVH program and the effectiveness of the devised method in this study. The gel dosimetry method [23] will be investigated for the future study to verify the dosimetric accuracy of the devised method in this study which can compare the recalculated dose in the 3DVH program with the measured gel dose in three dimensions.
Conclusions
In this study, a practical method to calculate the dose distribution in the real volume of tumor target and OAR was devised for the analysis of the respiratory organ motion effect in the lung IMRS planned with the ITV including the whole tumor motion range. In the analysis with the humanoid chest phantom, a dose higher than the calculated dose in the plan was shown in both the tumor target and OAR under the moving conditions. However, the quantitative increase varied depending on the IMRS method used (RapidArc or FB_IMRT), location of OAR from the moving tumor target, and the constraint condition in the optimization process.
The method devised in this study for dose recalculation in the real volume of an organ under the respiratory motion condition can be applied effectively to analyze the real dose distribution in various IMRT cases planned using the ITV.
